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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP2631406A2] The subject of the invention is the insulating joint of bottom door leaf and door sill connection, the role of which is to ensure
high thermal insulation level and wind and rain tightness of the bottom leaf door and the door sill connection. The insulating joint of bottom door
leaf ( 1 ) and door sill ( 25 ) connection is comprised of a door leaf ( 1 ) made up of a shaped, dimensional, compound profile ( 2 ) , the top part of
which holds the glazed panel (3) secured with a thermal insulating insert ( 4 ) at the bottom and sealed on one side of the panel with an external
pane gasket and with an internal pane gasket ( 6 ) and a glazing strip on the other side ( 7 ). The bottom part of the shaped dimensional compound
profile (2) is divided into three enclosed chambers (8), (9), ( 10 ) , the middle of which (9) has a rectangle outline and trapezoid sockets ( 11 ), ( 11' )
used for the fixed foundation of the trapezoid endings ( 59 ), ( 59' ) of the profile spacers ( 12 ), ( 12' ). The middle part of which contains trapezoid
notches ( 13 ), (13') for separate foundation of the trapezoid ends (14), ( 14' ) of the thermal barrier ( 15 ) . The outer part ( 16 ) of the profile spacer
( 12' ) has two rhombus-sectioned notches ( 17 ) and ( 17' ) for the separate foundation of the trapezoid protrusions ( 18 ), and ( 18') of the upper
sill gasket ( 19 ), equipped with a deformable chamber ( 20 ) . The closed deformable chamber ( 20 ) adjoins the bottom sill gasket ( 24 ) of the sill
( 25 ) separately connected to the mounting profile ( 26 ) covered with insulating foil ( 27 ) , the profile trapezoid protrusions of which ( 28 ) , ( 28' )
are placed in the T-shaped sockets ( 29 ), ( 29' ) of the ( 26 ) mounting profile which is equipped in the lower part with a T-sectioned socket ( 30 )
for the ( 31 ) anchor mounted separately in the ( 32 ) base. The ( 25 ) sill is divided into shaped chambers ( 33 ), ( 34 ), ( 35 ), while the chamber
( 33 ) equipped with trapezoid sockets ( 36) , ( 37 ) is a basis for the trapezoid protrusions ( 38 ), ( 39 ) of the ( 40 ), ( 41 ) spacers between which a
thermal barrier ( 42 ) has been placed, while in the chamber ( 34 ) located over the chamber ( 35) a cover ( 43 ) with a corrugated internal surface
( 44 ) is separately founded and equipped with a groove ( 45 ) for the ( 46 ) ending of the upper chamber ( 34 ).
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